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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
You would like to buy/sell a horse and want our clinic to perform the perpurchase
exam. We are more than happy to do this for you.
Because of some changes in the law and the insurance companies some changes
have been made. You can even choose the extent of this exam, which can increases
or decrease the price.
The prepurchase exam
For the prepurchase exam we differentiate the clinical part and the additional options,
like X-ray, ultrasound, endoskopy, lab etc…
These methods are used to detect any health problems at the time of the exam. We
would like to point out, that some problems are hidden and not detectable, even if the
vet takes as much care as possible. By choosing an concentrated exam the risk of
hidden problems decreases, but please keep in mind, that a horse is a creature,
which can become sick or can change by time passing by.
Education by the salesman
Some informations about the horse, especially incidents in the past, can only be
recognized by the vet with the help of the salesman. Missing or wrong information
can lead to wrong interpretation of findings.
Because of this we have a questionnaire in our investigation records, which the
salesman has to fill out and sign.
Expenses of the horse / Liability
For the prepurchase exam it is necessary to write down the price / value of the horse
in the investigation records and to sign it. According to the price and the therefor
resultant risk for the equine clinic, the price for the clinical part of prepurchase exam
is calculated.Up to the price / value of 5.000 Euros we charge 250 Euros. Above this
amount we add 0,60% of the declared price. (exclusive of VAT).
If the applicant stops the exam during the clinical exam, only 250 Euros (exclusive of
VAT) will be charged. Any additional exams made at this point will be charged extra.
Absorption of the costs
Whoever (salesman or buyer) is going to pay for the prepurchase exam is a private
agreement. But before we start the exam, we have to know who the ordering party is.
Only this person can be charged for the upcoming expenses.
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Attendence at the exam
We recommend, that the ordering party is attendend during the exam. Beside of that
we would like to inform you, that the exam can only take place, if all required
informations are filled out (who is the odering party? Signature of this person,
declaration and affirmation of the price / value, etc.).
If you, as ordering party, are not attendend, please fill out the below-mentioned
authorisation and make sure, that the original is in our clinic by the time of the
prepurchase exam.
In case of any further questions please do not hesitate to contact our clinic.
With kind regards
The team of the equine clinic in luesche

Authorisation
I…………………………………………………………. (first and last name) award as the
ordering
party
for
the
prepurchase
exam
of
the
horse
……………………………………… (gender: …….., age: …………) through the equine
clinic in luesche the authorisation to the following person: …………………………….
(first and last name), to act as a substitute for me, to announce the extend of the
prepurchase exam, to accept the limitation of liability and to get the results explained
and verifice them. I also accept the upcoming expenses for the exam.
The cost of the horse is ……………………… €.

Signature:…………………………………..
Credit Card No: ……………………………
Exp. Date: ………………………………….
Code: ………………………………………
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